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Effective Communication

“The great enemy of communication, we find, is the illusion of it. We have talked 
enough; but we have not listened. And by not listening we have failed to concede the 
immense complexity of our society – and thus the great gaps between ourselves and 

those with whom we seek understanding.”

William H. Whyte (1917-1999)

It is a process of exchanging ideas, thoughts, knowledge and information such that the purpose or 
intention is fulfilled in the best possible manner.



Steps of Communication



Methods of Communication | written or verbal



Methods of Communication | nonverbal



Methods of Communication | visual



Stakeholder Management Plan 
name, role, position, contact info | prioritize | expectations | rules of communication  | action plans



How do engineers communicate?





Build trust

Benefits of Effective Communication
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Fundamentals of Effective Project Communication



Face to face
Body language
Speech patterns
Honesty | Sincerity
Perception (How do you intend to be perceived?)

On the phone
Body language
Annunciation
Repeat | Confirm

Tips for Effective Communication



Written word
Permanent reflection of you and by proxy, your organization
Address the recipient formally
Identify the topic
Five “Ws and H” is a rule of thumb 
Review

Email or text
Be succinct and specific
Age of Siri
Audience (to vs cc vs bcc) 
Attorney-client privilege | discovery*
Cool down and think

Tips for Effective Communication





You are an operations manager, and an employee comes to you on a Thursday and says, “I just 
heard we got a big order yesterday, how late will we be working tomorrow?”

Look up from your desk, say, “5:30” and go back to what you were doing.

Say sarcastically, “until we’re done”.

Stop what you are doing, and ask, “Do you have another commitment?”

Case Study | Listening to Learn



1999 NASA Mars Climate Orbiter
Engineers failed to convert units from English to metric causing the $193.1M orbiter to 
disintegrate due to atmospheric pressures in the Martian atmosphere

2007 Cartoon Network Bomb Scare
CN guerrilla ad campaign placed flashing LED placards on bridges in Boston, which were 
thought to be IEDs, causing a panic. The advertiser was billed $2M for the response ($1M 
to BPD and $1M to Homeland Security).

Failures in Communication



https://www.123test.com/disc-personality-test/index.php

Personality Profiles | DISC Personality Test



Myers-Briggs



Plane Crash | Communication and Negotiation Skills

The plane carrying your team has crashed on a desert island.  

Each team has been provided with a list of items and must select the 12 items that 
they think will be most useful in their survival, ranking each item in order of 
importance.  

Extra paper has been provided for teams that may want to allow each team member 
to make their selections first and then the team discuss until a consensus is reached.

A team spokesperson should be elected to present their selections to the group and 
explain why each item was selected.

You will have 15 minutes to complete the list for your team.  Each spokesperson will 
then present their selections to the group.



Back-to-Back Drawing Marshmallow Spaghetti Tower

Community Service Salt and Pepper

Afternoon at the Races Frostbite

Minefield Scavenger Hunt

Plane Crash 9 Holes of Golf (card game)

Team Building Activities



Everyone is responsible but management sets the tone for an organization.  

It takes work. 

Strive to know and understand others. 

Everyone is unique and communicates differently.

Conclusion
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